Florida Department of State
Cyber Navigator Team
Training Program
2022 Training Schedule
The Florida Department of State Cyber Navigator Training Program is excited to announce our course
offerings for 2022. FDOS is aware that 2022 will be a busy year for our Supervisor of Elections offices
and have made several changes to our training format to help SOE staff receive training on a schedule
that works for them. All training in 2022 will be prerecorded and delivered remotely, meaning your staff
can pause and resume training when it works for them. Additionally, trainings will be longer (120-180
mins, except for Q1), but released quarterly. This means you’ll receive all your training per quarter at
once but will be able to pace yourself at a rate that works for you.

Q1 2022: FVRS Minimum Security Standards Required Trainings (45 minutes each)
Systems Security Administrator Training: For designated Systems Security Administrators (SSA) and
Supervisors of Elections.
Cybersecurity and Privacy Training: For all FVRS users or all SOE staff.
The first quarter of 2022 focuses on the required staff trainings to satisfy the mandatory training
requirements of the FVRS Minimum Security Standards MOA. Please note that these trainings are
accompanied by completion forms that must be signed and returned to your regional Cyber Navigator.

Q2 2022: Cyber Threat Intelligence and Intelligence-Informed Defense
Audience: IT staff, Supervisors of Elections
Learn about Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) and how using intelligence can help you make informed
network defense decisions. We explore basic intelligence concepts, the current cyber threat landscape,
and where to find intelligence services in the state of Florida.

Q3 2022: Cybersecurity 101 Refresher
Audience: All SOE staff
Just in time to gear up for the 2022 election cycle, we return to the cybersecurity basics. We explore
social engineering techniques, phishing, physical security, mobile device safety, passwords, the CIA
Triad, and more.

Q4 2022: Defense in Depth
Audience: SOE IT staff
We explore the concepts of defense in depth, zero trust architecture, network segmentation, and
security frameworks that can help you secure your environment.
Look out for additional training opportunities from the Cyber Navigator team throughout 2022. Have
an idea for training? Contact your regional Cyber Navigator.

